MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL CLUBS 2021
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2021
12 NOON - 1 PM
Revisiting the Core Clinical Skills of History & Physical when Caring for Patients with Chronic Disease
Guest speaker, Judith Brenner, MD
REGISTER HERE

March 16, 2021 12 noon - 1 pm
Guest Speaker, Rebecca Schafer, MD & Jaime Kane, MD
Topic: Obesity & Medical Education

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (ERSD)
ENHANCE FOUNDATIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
8 Sessions 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

**Tuesday, February 2**
Formulating Research Questions & Designing Studies Using Educational Theory as a Foundation

**Thursday, February 11**
Hypothesis Driven Research Identifying Key Variables

**Tuesday, February 23**
Preparation of an IRB Application, Preparation for Statistical Consultation, Conducting a Literature Search for Medical Education Library Research

**Thursday, March 4**
Core Variables for Measurement of Outcomes: Reliability & Validity Questionnaire Design & Survey Research

**Thursday, March 18**
Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods & Analysis

**Tuesday, April 6**
"Step-Back" Peer Consultation on Project Ideas

**Thursday, April 15**

**Tuesday, March 23**
Program Evaluation in Medical Education

CME credit granted for complete program- 8 Category 1 AMA credits; Interactive Synchronous Sessions Via Zoom: Camera is required to fully participate, not a commuter session
Email Maffa@northwell.edu to register
YOU MUST REGISTER FOR THIS COURSE AS A SERIES (INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS NOT PERMITTED)

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES FOR GME EDUCATORS:
BRIDGE TO ONLINE LEARNING WITH GENERATION Y & Z

CHOOSE ONE INTERACTIVE ZOOM SESSION
REGISTER BY USING THE HYPERLINKS IN THE DATES BELOW

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2021, 4PM - 6 PM
OR
THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 2021, 7 AM - 9 AM
**The Chief Resident experience**

**LEADER, MANAGER, MENTOR**

Interactive ZOOM Sessions

Register in iLEARN for ONE session date

Keyword search "Chief Resident"

*All Sessions 7:15 - 3:00 pm *

---

**TUESDAY, APRIL 19, 2021**

**MONDAY, APRIL 26, 2021**

**FRIDAY, MAY 7, 2021**

**FRIDAY, MAY 14, 2021**

**MONDAY, JUNE 7, 2021**

---

**Infographic teaching tips for medical school faculty, clinicians, preceptors, resident/trainees & students.**

**Just in Time technology-enhanced infographic content that is evidence based, specific to teaching in diverse & busy clinical environments.**

**Reach a large spectrum of clinicians & trainees who need to know how to teach diverse learners in busy clinical settings while crossing geographic boundaries to assure a uniform message.**

**Just in Time Teaching meets accreditation standards for required competencies for clinicians & trainees to know how to teach learners they encounter.**

---

**ELEARNING BITES: EBITES**


**eLearning Bites (eBites) is an online platform for medical education and new learning technology. eBites delivers quick, faculty development bites to answer the most pressing questions about successful online education for professional use and self-improvement.**

**Ready to learn more?**

Contact elisabeth.schlegel@hofstra.edu